What is Geopathic Stress?
The idea that exposure to certain types of energetic emissions from the Earth could cause disease has been around for thousands of years, starting with the art of feng shui in China. Nowadays interested scientists speak of ‘geobiology’ and have come to explain much of the mechanisms of ‘geopathic stress’.

The Problem of Underground Water Flows
Perhaps the most widely recognised source of geopathic stress comes from streams or veins of subterranean water. This flowing water is found running through cracks and fault lines under the ground and where it does the above-ground biology may be disrupted. Certain life forms benefit from such georadiations. Others, like humans, are detrimentally affected by long-enough exposure, especially when sleeping in a geopathic zone. (While, conversely, short term exposure to water energies at sacred sites may have a stimulating effect on people.)

German hydraulics engineer E. Endros theorised that georadiations from underground streams are caused by the alteration of nuclear processes that come from deep within the Earth. Neutron radiation rises upward and, upon contact with the electromagnetic field created by the friction of water moving along subterranean veins, is modified and concentrated. Radiation then emerges from the Earth as a lethal mixture of neutron and infrared radiation, and is partly converted into microwaves. Positive ions are also concentrated in these vertical emission zones, which have been detected even high up in apartment blocks. They have been described by Scottish dowser/author David Cowan as being like "magnetic curtains" across the land. No-one knows how just high their effects can reach.

Georadiation and Health
Brain signals controlling body functions are disrupted by such georadiations. On a cellular level, bio-electrical processes are warped and polarities altered. Processes such as the assimilation of nutrients from the intestines as well as cell repair mechanisms depend on the proper polarisation of electrical charges on either side of cell membranes. When the immune and lymphatic systems are weakened by exposure to geopathic stress, bacteria, viruses and cancer may more easily take hold. Thus georadiations may foster the conditions for disease to take hold.

The effects of geopathic stress on people spans a wide range of symptoms and diseases, mostly as a result of the breakdown of the body’s functions and immune system. Consequences include cancer, heart problems, rheumatism, arthritis and inflammations; disorders of stomach, kidney, bladder, liver and gall bladder; ME, thrombosis, meningitis, diabetes, leukaemia, sterility, tuberculosis, lumbago, exterior ulcers, goitre, headaches and migraines; eye / ear / teeth / adrenal problems; sinusitis, fibrositis, general stress syndromes, nervous / emotional / mental disturbances; constant tiredness and physical discomfort. These, and other illnesses, also prove resistant to treatment, unless the georadiation is avoided or neutralised.

Children, Austrian researcher Kathe Bachler found, are especially sensitive, reacting rapidly with such tell-tale symptoms in bed at night as insomnia, restlessness, lying in odd positions, having nightmares and sweating with fear, sleep walking and bed-wetting. They may wake up feeling tired or depressed, having no appetite, or even vomiting. Waves of cot deaths have also been associated with fluctuations in Earth’s magnetic field at geopathic stress points.

Exposure to the edges of a geopathic zone may well be the most damaging; other variables are the angle, speed and quantity of water. In relation to the direction of flow Bachler refers to Adolf Flachenegger's 50 years of observation on the matter. 'Pushing waters', that is waters which run in the direction of the feet to the head, can cause congestion of blood in the head, nightmares and depressions, often leading to suicide, he had found. When running from head to toe, 'pulling waters' can cause dizziness, blacking out, loss of balance and even fainting.

(Reference: Earth Radiation - the startling discoveries of a dowser, results of research on more than 3000 apartments, houses & workplaces, by Kathe Bachler, Wordmasters, UK, 1976, 1989.)
Geopathic Zones and Roads

Another insidious effect associated with geopathic zones is car accidents. Often cars inexplicably veer off seemingly safe straight roads and crash, especially around points where water veins cross beneath roads. It is thought that sensitive motorists have had temporary blackouts when adrenaline flooded their system in response to driving over geopathic stress zones. The German motoring organisation ADAC has carried out investigations into this problem. Dowsers have been able to prevent further accidents at some notorious locations by installing neutralisation devices on roadsides. In one case the accident rate was cut from 32 over two years to just one accident in one year after installation of a device. After successful trials in Austria (reported worldwide in 2004) Druids have been successfully employed by the Highways Department to neutralise geopathic stress along roads, using pillars of white quartz placed according to dowsing, to correct energy flow and stop the fatalities at 'black spots'.

Detection Methods

Dowsing provides the easiest detection method. Dowsers can detect these zones either on-site or remotely. Distant dowsers may use a pendulum to dowse over a large scale map or a sketch plan and then follow up their findings with a field check using divining rods. Technological instruments may also be used for detection, with Building Biologists listing the following physically measurable effects associated with georadiation:

* increases of electrical conductivity & humidity levels in soil
* in air - increased electrical potential and humidity, harmful positive ions
* alteration to Earth’s magnetic field
* low frequency impulses & changed atmospheric impulses
* distorted TV and VHF radio reception
* infrasonic, micro-seismic effects
* variation of pH values (acid / alkaline)
* increased radioactivity, gamma and neutron radiation
* changes in temperature and infrared radiation.

There are other environmental changes which may provide clues. In buildings these are: cracked walls and crumbling plaster, rising damp and corrosion, damaged and colour-changed varnish, swollen timber, loosening wallpaper and veneer, mould, dust explosions and disturbed fermentation processes.

Once pinpointed, a geopathic zone may be avoided by moving furniture or changing room usage. But often, this is not possible. If a geopathic zone can’t be avoided, neutralisation techniques used by dowsers - such as Earth acupuncture - often prove successful. But avoiding exposure is always preferable.

Sometimes geopathic stress is compounded by its interaction with modern building materials and artificial electromagnetic fields. For instance reinforced concrete floors and steel house frames may spread georadiations all over the building, producing a grid pattern of detrimental energy that is hard to avoid.

EARTH ACUPUNCTURE

To neutralise or reduce a flow of geopathic energy, Earth acupuncture can be tried using metal stakes or pipes inserted vertically into the ground, or special paramagnetic and other types of stones, amethyst crystal clusters, copper coils and the like, all placed according to dowsing within the geopathic zone. These are kept permanently in position and checked occasionally for effectiveness. They are far cheaper solutions and potentially as effective as commercial devices that are on the market.

My favourite remedy is to use short lengths of copper pipes, typically the ones used for hot water in household plumbing, cut into approximately 30cm lengths. Copper being an excellent conductor. A house may require 10 or more these. They are usually placed in a line down the centre of the energy flow, before it gets to the building.

Earth acupuncture is similar to human needling. The idea is that where the Earth’s life force is either dammed up, excessive, stagnant, or deficient etc, then the Earth acupuncture ‘needles’ can harmonise the flow, with a homeostatic/ balancing effect. When correctly driven into the Earth and the energy released, in clairvoyant vision one can see a plume of energy flaring up from the top of the pipe, somewhat like a candle flame. It thus appears that the needles are acting as antennas to collect, focus and send the energy away and upwards. Certainly a cessation of any health symptoms is a sure sign of success with this technique. Muscle testing of those affected before and afterwards can also be useful for verification of the effectiveness of the treatment.
**Geopathic Stress Zones**

In Germany this would be called a "Cancer Bed".

**Symptoms of exposure and simple remedies**

* Cancer, eg leukemia & lymphomas
* Heart disease
* Chronic low-energy conditions
* Impaired immune system
* Poor sleep, bad dreams
* Wake up exhausted with aches or in a bad mood
* Not wanting to go to bed
* Short term memory loss
* Mental problems, suicide
* many other problems

**Conditions caused by geopathic stress**

**Geopathic stress from water lines - always a vertical zone?**

No! Only when there is no metal to conduct the energy. In concrete buildings (with metal mesh in the floor etc) - the noxious energy zone may spread outwards horizontally.

**Childhood problems from geopathic stress**

Babies born unhealthy
Babies crying continuously
Sudden infant death syndrome
Bed wetting
Hyperactive
Learning difficulties
Hard to control
Allergies
Asthma & other prob.s

**Earth Acupuncture**

Dowse for location and flow direction of water / energy line.

Dowse for best spot upstream for Earth acupuncture.

Dowse for number of ‘needles’ (copper pipes, iron rods, specially selected stones, etc) needed to cover the distance (width of house or road etc).

Insert them into the ground in a line down the centre of flow, deep or shallow is ok.

Dowse over them while willing your intention to neutralise the geopathic energy.

**Car accidents and GZs**
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